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BOUNDS ON THE EXISTENCE OF NEUTRON RICHNUCLEI IN NEUTRON STAR INTERIORS�F. Douhina and P. Haensela;baCentre de Reherhe Astronomique de LyonEole Normale Supérieure de Lyon46, allée d'Italie, 69364 Lyon, FranebN. Copernius Astronomial CenterPolish Aademy of SienesBartyka 18, 00-716 Warszawa, Poland(Reeived July 4, 1998)We address the question onerning the maximum density, �Nmax, atwhih nulei (and more generally � nulear strutures) an exist in neu-tron star interiors. An absolute upper bound to �Nmax is obtained using thebulk approximation, in whih surfae and Coulomb e�ets are negleted.A very good approximation to �Nmax is given by the threshold for the insta-bility of a uniform npe plasma with respet to density modulations; thisthreshold is alulated using the Extended Thomas�Fermi approximationfor the Skyrme energy funtionals. For reent SLy Skyrme fores, whihare partiularly suitable for the desription of very neutron rih nuleonsystems, one gets �Nmax = 0:08 fm�3; at this density protons onstitute only4% of nuleons.PACS numbers: 97.60.Jd, 21.65.+f, 95.30.Cq1. IntrodutionNeutron drip instability limits the neutron exess of neutron-rih nuleiwhih an be formed in laboratory to Æ = (N �Z)=A < Æn�drip ' 0:3. How-ever, this limitation is no longer valid for nulei in the interiors of neutronstars, where the density varies from a few g m�3 near the stellar surfaeto more than 1015 g m�3 near the star enter. Above 104 g m�3, atomistrutures are rushed, and eletrons form an essentially uniform Fermi gas.Standard senario of neutron star formation in gravitational ollapse of a� Presented at the International Conferene �Nulear Physis Close to the Barrier�,Warszawa, Poland, June 30�July 4, 1998.(1205)



1206 F. Douhin, P. Haenselmassive stellar ore (or of a mass areting white dwarf) predits nulearomposition orresponding to the state of omplete thermodynami equilib-rium (minimum of the free energy per nuleon). Neutron exess parameterof nulei, immersed in eletron gas, inreases with inreasing density (i.e.,inreasing depth below stellar surfae). Beta deay of neutron rih nulei,whih would be uns in vauum, is bloked via Pauli exlusion prinipledue to the presene of dense, degenerate eletron gas. Up to the density4 � 6 � 1011 g m�3, neutron star matter onsists of nulei immersed indense eletron gas. At higher densities, neutrons start to populate ontin-uum states, forming a degenerate neutron gas. The presene of an outerdegenerate neutron gas in�uenes the properties of nulei by: (a) bloking(due to Pauli exlusion priniple) neutron emission from nulei, (b) exertingpressure on nulei (i.e. ompressing them ), and () modifying (lowering)nulear surfae energy.Further inrease of density is aompanied by an inrease of the frationof volume oupied by nulei and a simultaneous derease of proton frationin neutron star matter (and in nulei). In lassial terms, nuleon omponentof neutron star matter onsists there of two oexisting nuleon �uids: denserone in the interior of nulei, and the less dense outer neutron gas (at highestdensities the less dense nuleon �uid an ontain some admixture of protons,see Setion 2). At some density �Nmax the two-�uid phase beomes unstablewith respet to transition into a uniform, eletrially neutral npe plasma,omposed mostly of neutrons, with a few perent admixture of eletronsand protons. The density �Nmax is the maximum density, at whih nuleian exist in the neutron star interiors; it turns out to be signi�antly lowerthan normal nulear saturation density �0 = 0:16 fm�3, typially � 12�0(see Setion 3). Before �Nmax is reahed, the interplay between Coulomb andsurfae e�ets an lead to the appearane of unusual shapes of `nulei' (rods,plates, tubes, bubbles, ...). However, both the theoretial value of �Nmax andthe atual shape of `nulei' (the more appropriate term would be `nulearstrutures') at highest densities, depend on the assumed e�etive nulearhamiltonian, used in many-body alulations [5,6,8,9,11℄. For some e�etiveN�N interations, neutron star matter ontained spherial nulei down to�Nmax (SkM fore in [9℄, all relativisti mean �eld models in [5℄). For othermodels of e�etive N�N fores, spherial nulei were replaed by a sequeneof ylindrial ones (rods), �at (plates), ylindrial holes in nulear matter�lled by neutron gas (tubes), and �nally spherial holes in nulear matter�lled by neutron gas (bubbles), before disappearane of nulear struturesat �Nmax [6, 8, 9, 11℄.Let us stress that up to about �0 the elementary onstituents of neutronstar matter are still the same as those of terrestrial matter: n, p, e (see,e.g., [13℄). However, under extremal onditions prevailing in neutron star



Bounds on the Existene of Neutron Rih Nulei in... 1207interior, the strutures these onstituents form an be dramatially di�erentfrom those familiar from terrestrial ones.The quantity �Nmax has an important astrophysial meaning: it deter-mines the bottom boundary of the neutron star rust, an outer envelope,in whih nulei form a periodi rystal lattie due to longer range Coulombinterations. In the ase of unusual nulei, one deals rather with two dimen-sional (rods, tubes) or even one dimensional (plates) liquid rystals [6�9℄.The solid rust plays an important role in the evolution and dynamis ofneutron stars (see, e.g. [13℄).In view of the fat, that the bottom layers of neutron star rust involvenuleon matter with an extremely large neutron exess (Æ ' 0:9), an appro-priate hoie of e�etive nulear hamiltonian is of ruial importane. Re-ently, a new set of the Skyrme-type e�etive N�N interations SLy (SkyrmeLyon) has been derived, based on an approah whih is partiularly appro-priate, as far as the appliations to a neutron rih matter are onerned [3,4℄.Relevant additional experimental items onerning nulei with large neutronexess, isovetor e�etive masses, onstraints of spin stability, and require-ment of onsisteny with the realisti UV14+VIII equation of state (EOS) ofdense neutron matter of Wiringa et al. [14℄ for �0 � � � 1:5 fm�3, were in-luded into a �tting proedure for the SLy fores parameters. In the presentpaper we alulate �Nmax using the SLy models of e�etive N�N interation,and ompare our results with those obtained using older Skyrme-type fores,Sk10 and SkM�, used frequently in astrophysial appliations. The parame-ters of the SLy fores, used in the present alulations, together with thoseof the SkM� and Sk10 models, are given in Table I. The SLy4 is a basi SLyfore; the SLy7 model has been obtained following the most ambitious �t-ting proedure, in whih spin-gradient terms and enter of mass orretionterm were both inluded in the Skyrme energy funtional [4℄.At the densities of interest, matter in the interior of a neutron star whihis more than one year old, is strongly degenerate, and thermal ontributionsto thermodynami quantities an be safely negleted. In what follows, wewill onsider the properties of neutron star matter in the T = 0 approxi-mation; dense matter will be assumed to be in its ground state (it is thenalled `old atalyzed matter').In Setion 2, we present the alulation of �Nmax in the bulk approxima-tion. Threshold for the instability of homogeneous npe matter with respetto density modulations (i.e., formation of `nulear strutures') is alulatedin Setion 3. Properties of very neutron rih nulei in the bottom layers ofneutron star rust, and dependene on the e�etive N-N interation model,are disussed in Setion 4. Conluding remarks are presented in Setion 5.



1208 F. Douhin, P. Haensel TABLE IParameter values of the Skyrme foresFore SLy4 SLy7 SkM� Sk10t0 (MeV fm3) -2488.91 -2482.41 -2645.0 -1057.3t1 (MeV fm5) 486.82 457.97 410.0 235.9t2 (MeV fm5) -546.39 -419.85 -135.0 -100.00t3 (MeV fm3+3�) 13777.0 13677.0 15595.0 14463.5� 16 16 16 1x0 0.834 0.846 0.09 0.2885x1 -0.344 -0.511 0 0x2 -1.000 -1.000 -1.000 0x3 1.354 1.391 0 0.2257W0 (MeV fm5) 123.0 126.0 130.0 120.02. Bound for the existene of nulei: the bulk approximationAbove neutron drip density, �n�drip, neutron star rust is a two-phasenuleon system, the denser nuleon phase (�uid) `i' residing inside nulei andthe less dense `o' one forming a gas outside nulei. Both nuleon �uids arepermeated by an essentially homogeneous eletron gas, whih ensures overallharge neutrality. The shape of nulei, i.e. that of the `i-o' interfae, resultsfrom the balane of the surfae and Coulomb terms in the total energy ofthe system.The bulk approximation onsists in negleting the Coulomb and surfaee�ets. At given mean nuleon density �, nuleons are present in generalin both of the oexisting `i' and `o' �uids, haraterized by the onstantdensities �ni, �pi, �no, and above proton drip density, �p�drip, also �po. Theequilibrium between the `i' and `o' �uids, ensured by the (strong) N�N in-teration, implies the equality of the hemial potentials of nuleons, andthe equality of nuleon pressures,�ni = �no; �pi = �po ; PN i = PNo ; (1)where the label N indiates the nuleon ontribution to the matter pressure,and the ondition on the proton hemial potentials applies only above theproton-drip density, �p�drip. At a given �, Eqs. (1) enables determinationof �ni, �pi, �no, and for � > �p�drip, also �po.Let us denote the volume fration oupied by the `i' �uid by u. At agiven mean nuleon density � = u�i + (1 � u)�o, the total energy density is



Bounds on the Existene of Neutron Rih Nulei in... 1209given by E = uEN i + (1� u)ENo +Ee ; (2)where Ee is the eletron energy density, Ee(�e). Beta equilibrium withinthe npe matter implies relation between the hemial potentials of neutrons,protons and eletrons, �n = �p + �e ; (3)while requirement of the overall harge neutrality leads to�e = u�pi + (1� u)�po : (4)Eqs. (1), (3), (4) determine ompletely the equilibrium of a two-�uid npematter at a given nuleon density �.The two-�uid phase is stable at a given � if its energy per nuleon islower than that in the uniform (one-�uid) phase (i.e., that of a uniformnpe matter). This stability ondition breaks down at a density �2$1. Cal-ulations show that approahing �2$1 from the lower density (two-�uid)
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Fig. 1. Composition and the two-�uid�one-�uid phase transition in the bulk ap-proximation, for the SLy4 fore. Two-�uid phase to the left, one-�uid phase to theright of the dotted line representing the bottom boundary of the rust in the bulkapproximation.



1210 F. Douhin, P. Haensel TABLE IINeutron drip and proton drip densities, and proton fration and nuleon densityat the 2-�uid$1-�uid transition, alulated in the bulk approximation.Fore �n�drip �p�drip �2$1 x2$1(fm�3) (fm�3) (fm�3) (%)SkM� 7:55� 10�4 0.0781 0.0866 3.13Sk10 8:09� 10�4 0.1066 0.1088 3.71SLy4 7:34� 10�4 0.0853 0.0905 3.84SLy7 7:21� 10�4 0.0836 0.0889 3.80side orresponds to u �! 1, i.e. to the `i' (denser) �uid �lling the wholevolume [10℄.Therefore the 2 $ 1 transition is a ontinuous one, with no density jump(our results for the SLy4 fore are shown in Fig. 1). Atually, Coulomb andsurfae e�ets would inrease the energy per nuleon in the two-�uid phase,as ompared to the plain bulk approximation. Therefore, the real transitioninto a uniform npe matter ours at density lower than �2$1, so that �2$1is thus a robust upper bound to �Nmax.Numerial values of �2$1 for four Skyrme fores are shown in Table II,where we show also the proton-drip densities, and the proton frations atthe 2 $ 1 transition point, x2$1 (bulk instability of two-�uid phase withSkyrme fores SkM and Sk10 was studied in [10℄). As far as the value of�2$1 is onerned, both SLy models yield values lose to 0:09 fm�3, inter-mediate between those orresponding to the Sk10 and SkM� fores, whihyield 0:11 fm�3 and 0:087 fm�3, respetively. Proton drip takes plae in anarrow interval of densities lose to �2$1. At the 2 $ 1 transition point,protons onstitute less than 4% of nuleons.3. Instability of a uniform npe matter and existeneof nulear struturesAn instability of a spatially uniform state of the npe matter with respetto density modulations signals the appearane of nulear strutures in thetrue ground state of the npe system. Let us onsider �rst a npe matter atnuleon density � > �0, whih is su�iently high to exlude any possibility of



Bounds on the Existene of Neutron Rih Nulei in... 1211existene of nulear strutures. By dereasing �, we will eventually �nd thethreshold density, below whih uniform npe matter is unstable with respetto density modulations. This threshold density turns out a lower bound(and a rather good approximation) to �Nmax [8, 10℄.The ground state of uniform npe matter of a given nuleon density �orresponds to the minimum of the energy density E(�n; �p; �e) = E0, al-ulated at a �xed nuleon density � = �p + �n = �, under the ondition ofharge neutrality �e = �p (all densities being assumed onstant in spae).Minimisation implies the beta equilibrium relation between the hemialpotentials of matter onstituents, �n = �p + �e. This relation ensures van-ishing of the �rst variation ofE implied by small perturbations Æ�j(r) (wherej = n; p; e). However, this does not guarantee the stability of the spatiallyhomogeneous state of the npe matter, whih requires that the seond varia-tion of E (quadrati in Æ�j) be positive.The energy per unit volume, E, of a slightly nonuniform npe matter, anbe deomposed into nuleon, eletron, and Coulomb omponents,E = EN +Ee +ECoul : (5)The nuleon ontribution to E an be expressed in terms of the energydensity EN (�n; �p;r�n;r�p) ;obtained from the Skyrme models of the e�etive nuleon hamiltonian, sothat for a perturbed, slightly spatially inhomogeneous state we get the en-ergy funtionalEN = 1V Z drEN [�n(r); �p(r);r�n(r);r�p(r)℄ : (6)The expression for EN has been alulated using the semi-lassial ExtendedThomas�Fermi (ETF) treatment of the kineti and the spin-orbit energydensities [2℄. Assuming that the spatial gradients are small, one keeps onlythe quadrati gradient terms in the ETF expressions. This approximationwill be justi�ed by the fat that harateristi wavelengths of perturbationsturn out to be muh larger than the internuleon distane (see below). Withsuh approximations, the hange of the energy (per unit volume) implied bythe density perturbations an be expressed, keeping only seond order terms,as [1, 10℄, E �E0 = 12 Z dq(2�)3Fij(q)Æ�i(q)Æ�j(q)� ; (7)where Fourier representationÆ�j(r) = Z dq(2�)3 Æ�j(q)eiqr : (8)



1212 F. Douhin, P. Haenselhas been used. The hermitian Fij(q) matrix determines the stability of theuniform state of equilibrium of the npe matter with respet to the spatiallyperiodi perturbations of the densities of wavevetor q. Due to the isotropyof the homogeneous equilibrium state of the npe matter, Fij depends onlyon jqj = q. In the ase of Skyrme fores, the matrix elements Fij anbe alulated analytially, as expliit funtions of the equilibrium densitiesand q, and are omposed of ompression (loal), urvature (gradient), andCoulomb omponents [1, 10℄.The ondition for the Fij matrix to be positive de�nite turns out tobe equivalent to the requirement that the determinant of the Fij matrixbe positive [9℄. At eah density �, one has thus to hek the onditiondet[Fij(q)℄ > 0. Let us start with some � > �0, at whih det[Fij(q)℄ > 0for any q. By dereasing �, we �nd eventually a wavenumber Q at whihstability ondition is violated for the �rst time; this happens at some density�(Q). For � < �(Q) homogeneous state is no longer the true ground stateof the npe matter sine it is unstable with respet to small periodi densitymodulations.In ontrast to the bulk approximation, in whih onstant densities wereassumed by onstrution, the general energy funtional used in this setionallows for a onsistent treatment of spatially inhomogeneous states of thenpe matter. The instability at �(Q) signals a phase transition with a lossof translational symmetry of the npe matter. In priniple, this ould bea seond order phase transition. However, the ombination of Coulomband surfae e�ets turns out to be su�iently strong to destabilize the npestate with an in�nitesimal density modulation, leading to a �rst-order phasetransition into a state with �nite amplitude density modulations. The realequilibrium phase transition (at onstant pressure) will thus take plae at anpe matter density �1, slightly higher than �(Q). Homogeneous npe matterof density �1 oexists with a spatially inhomogeneous phase exhibiting somenulear strutures, of a density �2 slightly lower than �1. Therefore, �(Q) isatually a lower bound on �1, but in view of the loseness of �1 and �2, itan be used as a rather good approximation of �Nmax = �2.Our numerial results for four Skyrme fores are shown in Table III( [12℄, the ase of Sk10 fore was studied previously, using slightly di�erentapproximations, in [10℄). Column �a� was obtained using standard TF ap-proximation to nuleon kineti energy densities, and negleting spin-orbitontribution to EN . Adding quadrati gradient terms in the ETF expansionof the nuleon energy densities [2℄ (olumns �b�) inreased only slightly thevalues of �(Q) (by less than 1%) as ompared to the TF values. Notiethat both �a� and �b� were obtained negleting the spin-orbit term in EN .Finally, adding the spin-orbit term, alulated using the ETF approxima-tion [2℄ (olumn ��), further inreased �(Q) by about 1% with respet to the



Bounds on the Existene of Neutron Rih Nulei in... 1213TABLE IIIThreshold for the instability of the homogeneous npematter with respet to densitymodulations.Fore �(Q) Q x(Q)(fm�3) (fm�1) (%)a b  a b  SkM� 0.0738 0.0744 0.0754 0.277 0.284 0.299 2.79Sk10 0.0992 0.0993 0.1005 0.314 0.319 0.367 3.52SLy4 0.0781 0.0787 0.0794 0.262 0.271 0.281 3.57SLy7 0.0773 0.780 0.0786 0.270 0.280 0.292 3.55a: TF approximation without spin-orbit term.b: ETF without spin-orbit term.: ETF inluding spin-orbit term.�b� ones (from 0.8% for SLy7 to 1.5% for Sk10). In the ase of the ritialwavenumber Q, orresponding e�ets are signi�antly higher.For the ETF approximation to be orret, the value of the harateristiwavelength of ritial density perturbations, 2�=Q, must be signi�antlylarger than the mean internuleon distane. Despite a small proton fration,2�=Q � 17� 22 fm is typially four times higher than the distane betweenprotons rpp = (4��=3)�1=3; for neutrons this ratio is typially about eight.4. Nulei in the bottom layers of the rustThe atual struture of the bottom layer of neutron star rust shouldbe alulated inluding Coulomb and surfae e�ets. One usually onsidersa limited set of �ve possible nulear shapes: spheres of i-phase embeddedin o-gas, rods of i-phase in o-gas, equidistant plates of i-phase with o-gasbetween them, tubes in the i-matter �lled with o-gas, and spherial bubblesof the o-gas in i-matter. For a given nulear shape, the ground state of thematter is alulated using the Wigner�Seitz approximation, in whih the realsystem is replaed by a set of non-interating, eletrially neutral ells, eahell ontaining one nuleus. Wigner�Seitz ells are spherial, ylindrialor plate-like, depending on the symmetry of nulear struture. The totalvolume of ells is equal to the volume of the real system.



1214 F. Douhin, P. HaenselBy omparing the enthalpies per nuleon (E+P )=� at given P , one �ndsthe atual shape of nulei at this pressure P . Depending on the assumede�etive N�N interation, unusual nulear shapes (starting with rods) mayappear as early as at � ' 5 � 6 � 10�2 fm�3 (the ase of FPS fore of[9, 6, 11℄), or do not appear at all, spherial nulei being present down to �2(SkM fore ase of [9, 5℄). Elementary onsiderations within the liquid dropmodel indiate, that at lower densities spherial shape is the only possibleone. A possibility (or rather a neessity) of appearane of unusual nulearshapes at highest densities results from the fat, that the fration oupiedby i-phase (i.e., nulear matter), u, inreases with inreasing �, and abovesome limiting density the sum of the surfae and Coulomb energies an beredued by hanging nulear shape from spherial to an unusual one. Themain point is whether unusual shape will appear before the transition intoa homogeneous npe matter.In general, the struture of the bottom layers of the neutron star rustmay be expeted to be rather sensitive to the behavior of the nulear surfaetension, �, in the relevant density interval 13�0 < � < 23�0. Our resultsobtained within the ETF approximation for the Skyrme energy funtional,shown in Fig. 2 [15℄, visualize strong dependene of � at large neutron exesson the Skyrme fore used [notie that all these fores lead to very similarvalues of �(Æi = 0), onsistent with experimental value extrated from theliquid droplet model℄. At Æi = 0:8 (whih orresponds to the proton fration

Fig. 2. Surfae tension of the i-o phase interfae versus neutron exess parameterÆi = 1� 2xi in the denser (i) phase far from the interfae. Typial values of Æi (xi)range from 0.6 (0.2) at � = 0:05 fm�3 to 0.8 (0.1) at � = 0:08 fm�3.



Bounds on the Existene of Neutron Rih Nulei in... 1215xi = 0:1), harateristi of � ' 0:08 fm�3, nulear surfae tension for SkM�model is only half of that obtained for the Sk10 one, whih in turn is 30%higher than our values for the SLy fores. We should remind, however, thateven at � ' 13�0 we have to deal with nulei whih are very far from the mostneutron rih nulei available in terrestrial nulear physis, and therefore weshould rely on the extrapolation of nulear models to very high neutronexess. This may be visualized by our preliminary results obtained withinthe ompressible liquid drop model for SLy4 fore, shown in Table IV.TABLE IVExamples of spherial nulei in the bottom layers of neutron star rust with SLy4fore. Curvature orretions to surfae energy are negleted. Aell is the numberof nuleons in Wigner�Seitz ell, u is the fration of volume oupied by protons,Z and A are numbers of protons and nuleons in nulei, Rn, Rp are orresponding(equivalent) radii.� �o=�i u Rp Rn �Rp Z A Aell(fm�3) (fm) (fm)0.0160 0.0932 0.0154 5.56 0.83 28.2 133.2 751.30.0425 0.2819 0.0551 6.20 0.86 25.1 154.9 769.30.0501 0.3441 0.0748 6.42 0.85 24.3 162.5 744.80.0628 0.4584 0.1269 6.98 0.80 23.6 186.9 705.6
5. ConlusionNeutron star interiors are expeted to ontain extremely neutron rihnulei (or more generally �nulear strutures�, inluding those with unusualshapes), with neutron exess far beyond the laboratory neutron-drip limit.However, no stable nulear struture an exist above a spei� limiting den-sity, whih turns out to be signi�antly smaller than the saturation densityof symmetri nulear matter. For Skyrme fores SLy, whih are partiularlysuitable for appliations in neutron star matter alulations, this ultimatedensity is about 0:08 fm�3, the proton fration at the limiting density beingabout 4%.The proedure of onstrution of SLy fores make them suitable also forthe alulation of equation of state of neutron star matter at supranuleardensities, up to 8�0 [3℄. Therefore these e�etive N�N interations an be



1216 F. Douhin, P. Haenselused for a uni�ed desription of the whole neutron star, inluding its liquidinterior. A low value of �Nmax implies a small mass of neutron star rust.Consider a neutron star model of a �anonial mass� 1:4 M� (measuredmasses of binary radio pulsars are quite lose to this anonial value). ForSLy7 fore, the mass of the rust onstitutes then only 1.3% of stellar mass,while ontribution of the rust to the total moment of inertia of neutron staris about 2.8% [12℄.In spite of its small mass, the outer mantle of neutron star, ontainingneutron rih nulei � neutron star rust � is of paramount importanefor star evolution and dynamis. It insulates thermally neutron star sur-fae from its liquid interior, and therefore plays an essential role in neutronstar ooling. It an aumulate mehanial stresses, leading to instabilitiesruial for the glithes in pulsar timing. Finally, neutron star rust an sup-port, in ontrast to the liquid interior, nonaxial deformations (�mountains�)whih, ombined with rapid rotation, ould make neutron star a soure ofontinuous gravitational radiation. This gives a strong astrophysial moti-vation for theoretial studies of neutron rih nulei in neutron star interiors.We are grateful to G. Chabrier and J. Meyer for helpful remarks. P.H.aknowledges the hospitality of ENS de Lyon during his visit in the theoret-ial astrophysis group of CRAL. This work was supported in part by theKBN grant No. 2 P03D 014 13 and by the Frenh CNRS/MAE programJumelage Astronomie Pologne.REFERENCES[1℄ G. Baym, H.A. Bethe, C.J. Pethik, Nul. Phys. A175, 225 (1971).[2℄ M. Brak, B.K. Jennings, Y.H. Chu, Phys. Lett. B65, 1 (1976).[3℄ E. Chabanat, P. Bonhe, P. Haensel, J. Meyer, R. Shae�er, Nul. Phys.,A627, 710 (1997).[4℄ E. Chabanat, P. Bonhe, P. Haensel, J. Meyer, R. Shae�er, Nul. Phys.A635,231 (1998).[5℄ K.S. Cheng, C.C. Yao, Z.G. Dai, Phys. Rev. C55, 2092 (1997).[6℄ K. Oyamatsu, Nul. Phys. A561, 431 (1993).[7℄ C.J. Pethik, A.Y. Potekhin, Phys. Lett. B427, 7 (1998).[8℄ C.J. Pethik, D.G. Ravenhall, Ann. Rev. Nul. Part. Si. 45, 429 (1995).[9℄ C.P. Lorenz, D.G. Ravenhall, C.J. Pethik, Phys. Rev. Lett. 70, 379 (1993).[10℄ C.J. Pethik, D.G. Ravenhall, C.P. Lorenz, Nul. Phys. A584, 675 (1995).[11℄ K. Sumiyoshi, K. Oyamatsu, H. Toki, Nul. Phys. A595, 327 (1995).
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